Company Proﬁle

Digital Transformation Experts

EIM- Enterprise Information Management
SAP ERP - Enterprise Resource Planning
SAP BI - Business Intelligence
Robotic Process Automation - RPA

Established in 1992
Leader in providing specialized enterprise business
and IT solutions and services
OPENTEXT PLATINUM PARTNER
SAP GOLD PARTNER

Emperial group company with over 30K employees
Focus on ECM, ERP, and EIM solutions
Hundreds of successful deployments in the Middle East

IT COMPANY with 15+ years of experience

Certiﬁed and well experienced consultants

Located in Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and Lebanon
110+ Employees

Local support and deployment services
Achieved backlog for more than 250 Million pages

Correspondence Management Solution
(CMS) By MGS

Correspondence Management & Tracking Solution
Built on top of Open Text ECM

Correspondence Management solution - CMS
by MGS

A solution driven by market requirement.
It enables organizations to capture, track, manage and control
all types of correspondence across the enterprise securely
and efﬁciently. The solution invests heavily in creating a simple
and creative user interface.
It leverages OpenText Content Server native capabilities
and embeds Correspondence Management features designed
to easily track electronic and physical correspondence.
Out of the box integration with leader solution providers
including Microsoft SharePoint & Ofﬁce, SAP and Oracle EBS.

Banking Process Automation (BPA) module
(CMS) By MGS

Bundle of automated Banking Processes
over Open Text ECM

Automating more than 100
processes, for more than 15
banks, allowed MGS to build a
conﬁgurable and dynamic
banking Process Automation
System.
BPA system provides customers
the ability to automate their
banking processes with minimal
time and effort.
Because we believe that each
customer will have different
business rules that differentiate
him from others, we built our
module over OpenText ECM
Solution (#1 ECM Solution world wide)

There is a better way to work
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This is what EIM enables
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Introducing Release 16
A Better Way to Work
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Introducing OpenText Suite 16
Content
Suite
Postgres
Support

Process
Suite

Flexible
Pricing Models
(license, subscription)

Analytics in all Suites

Information Flows
Procure to Pay
Capture to Disposition
Incident to Resolution
Create to Consume

Experience
Suite

Analytics
Suite

Flexible Deployment
Options (on site, cloud, hybrid)
AppWorks
Mobility

Managed
Services

It is time to rethink ECM

. Content Suite to Core
. Connected Wrokspaces
. Business Center for SAP
. S/4HANA and Postgres Support
. Responsive HTML 5 UI
. Analytics Integration
. Archive Center in the Cloud
. xECM for SAP and Oracle
. Desktop Sync
. InfoFusion
. Solutions for SAP, Microsoft,
Oracle, and Salesforce

Open Text latest features platforms which could be integrated with your
enterprise content management “ECM” for more effective business solutions.
One Single Platform:

OpenText AppWorks is a completely
integrated and open platform based
on a leading-edge SOA Service
Oriented architecture

OPT AppWorks
Platform

AppWorks gives you the power to
deliver a variety of new digital
experiences with a much lower IT
workload.
Manage all of your images, videos and
rich media for the entire enterprise in
one central digital asset
management software application

Media
Management

Smarter process automation for all
forms of contracts and legal
agreements.

Contract
Management

OpenText Contract Center is a
single-vendor, purpose-built
application that fully automates the
lifecycle of contract processing.

Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI) is the key to
unlocking the power of data, integrate
and automate business processes
and gaining a competitive edge.

Artiﬁcial
Intelligence
AI (Magellan)

SAP ERP
Foundation
Extension

SALES

PROCUREMENT

FINANCE

IT

-Leverage real-time
information to
increase visibility
and sustainability of
the supply network.

-Provide instant
insight into all
relevant data with
real-time market
data.

-Leverage the power
of In-Memory
computing.

-Zero latency access
to demand for all
products in all
markets.

-Faster period-end
processes and
reporting to reduce
the time to close.

-Get a holistic
real-time customer
view with full process
integration

-Easily integrate 3rd
party systems with
your backend.
-Beneﬁt from
compliant access
control system.

-Drive advanced
customer buying
behavior analysis,
anywhere, anytime.

MANUFACTURING
-Faster replanning
allowing more
frequent MRP runs in
shorter cycles.
-Boost ideas and
drive efﬁcient
manufacturing.

SERVICE
-Have the right
people on the right
projects at the right
time.
-Manage installations,
service contracts,
warranties, and
orders, ... proﬁtability.

HUMAN
RESOURCES
-Maximize employee
productivity with
non-disruptive
mobile apps.
-Leverage embedded
employee support to
increase people
engagement.

Automation Anywhere platform is powerful enough to automate tasks of
any complexity but user-friendly enough for anyone on your team to use.
The Automation Anywhere services team has worked with companies of all
sizes to automate their business processes for them, help discover new
automation ideas, and maximize ROI.

WHAT IS ROBOTIC PROCESS AUTOMATION (RPA)?
Ongoing innovation. Proven RPA effectiveness. Demonstrated RPA + AI industry
leadership.
RPA is simple—and powerful—business process automation software. Robotic
Process Automation enables you with tools to create your own software robots
to automate any business process. Your "bots" are conﬁgurable software set up to
perform the tasks you assign and control. RPA bots can learn. They can also be
cloned. See how they are working and adjust and scale as you see ﬁt. It's
code-free, non-disruptive, non-invasive, and easy.

Implementation Services
A broad Range of capabilities, from
infrastructure Installations,
project/program management, and
systems integration to outsourcing, MGS
offers a detailed suite of services within its
“Solution Value Chain”.
From training and consulting, to solution
implementation services and customer
support programs.
MGS Consultancy is constituted of
First-Rate IT consultants to all business
industries.
MGS IT Consultancy conducts feasibility
studies, business process reengineering
analysis and guides customers to design,
evaluate and implement integrated
technology systems.

Imaging Services

with a foundation 3 decades deep

MGS Imaging delivers excellence in
preservation microﬁlming, digital document
imaging, document and image reformatting
and microﬁlm and microﬁche digitization.
MGS Imaging offers clients:
. A portfolio of millions of scans and frames of
microﬁlm, created for hundreds of clients in the
region.
. Individualized care
. Atrusted partner in the preservation and
records management process.
. A well-equipped facility with state-of-the-art
scanning and micrographic technology.
. An expert staff of project managers, imaging
and quality control specialists and information
technology professionals.
General Services Include:
. Paper scanning (ofﬁce documents and
maps/drawings)
. Bound book scanning
. Archival presentation scanning (fragile, lose or
bound material)
. Microﬁlm and microﬁche scanning
. Image hosting and viewing

Some of MGS Success Stories
Kuwait Banking Association

Global Investment House

Industrial Bank of Kuwait

SUCCESS STORY

CUSTOMER
S U C C E S S S T O RY

Kuwait Banking Association
Undertake Document
Management Improvements
with OpenText

Global Makes Investment in
the Future of Information
with OpenText

Greater knowledge sharing and faster document retrieval
leads to increased productivity

OpenText ECM Suite helps reduce paper, address security,
and improve efficiency
Industry

The Kuwait Banking Association (KBA) was formed in 2001,
replacing the Kuwait Banking Committee. The Chairmen of the
local banks agreed to strengthen cooperation, coordinate to
address common issues, keep informed about developments
in banking systems, and raise employee standards. Today KBA
consists of 22 bank members, including 11 associate foreign banks.
KBA aims to support links between local banks, surrounding
Arab states, and beyond, including coordination with the
Central Bank of Kuwait.

INDUSTRY

•

Lack of knowledge sharing
impacted efficiency

The daily interactions between banking members, other organizations, and internal staff
gives rise to the growing archive of paper documents. With documents being stored onsite
in a file room, as well as at a warehouse facility, retrieving documents became a timeconsuming exercise, impacting the productivity of KBA’s staff. With knowledge effectively
locked away in the paper documents, sharing information was also less than optimal.
SUCCESS STORY
KBA concluded that they needed to move to an electronic means of managing their documents. This, along with other goals to make search and retrieval faster, to make tracking
more efficient, and to reduce the amount of paper that they consume, formed the base
requirements for a solution.

•

Retrieval of paper documents from
warehouse facility caused delays

•

Environmental impact of high
volume of paper use

Rasameel

Past, Positive Experience Makes Solution Choice Easier
Senior management at KBA had previously worked with OpenText Document Management,
eDOCS Edition (eDOCS DM), and based on their positive experiences, KBA engaged local
OpenText partner, Mediterranean Sea & Gulf for Computer Services (MGS), to implement
the solution at KBA.
™

Customer
Financial Services

CUSTOMER
Kuwait Banking Association

With the solution and implementation partner selected, KBA set about establishing a
project team.

Q

Q

SOLUTIONS

Q
Q

•

OpenText™ Document Management,
eDOCS Edition (eDOCS DM)

BENEFITS
Fast, easy access to documentation
improves productivity

•

Ongoing conversion of paper to
digital formats removes reliance on
physical storage and retrieval delays

•

Contribution to green targets by
decreasing use of paper

INDUSTRY
Financial Services

CUSTOMER

Cost of storage
Lack of visibility of documentation
in CRM

OpenText ECM Suite

S Business
U C C E S S Benefits
STORY

Q

Q

Process automation supported by
electronic documents
Efficiency gains through fast availability
of documentation
Capture and storage of
compliance declarations

Paper-intensive processes cause security worries, create inefficiency

Integration to document enable and
ERP (CRM, Human Resources,
and Accounting)

Pharma International

Providing a range of financial services to a broad base of clients was generating a significant
volume of documentation for Global. A large proportion of the documentation was paper
based, making tracking and security an issue for a growing organization. Long-term
archival was also proving to be an expensive challenge, with potentially indefinite retention
periods required—the storage space alone created significant costs. Global wanted to move to
an environment with less paper, more process automation, and improved efficiency and security.
Global set out to identify the right solution to manage their growing volumes, now exceeding one
million documents. It would have to meet their needs from the outset, but also well into the future.

Assembling the right team

SUCCESS STORY

Global recognized from the outset that the right solution for them wasn’t just about the
technology. While that’s important, they also wanted a local business partner that would be on
hand to help with implementation, support, and future strategy.
Global selected OpenText and the OpenText ECM Suite, “OpenText were able to demonstrate
not only the technological knowhow, but also the understanding of how Enterprise Content
Management can be used to address the very challenges that Global was facing”, says
Hakam Abu-Zarour, Chief Information Officer at Global.

Boubyan Bank Deposits Documents
with OpenText to Improve Customer
Service, Drastically Cutting
Processing Times
Q

•

Speed and efficiency of paperbased processes

Global plays an important role in promoting investment opportunities in the Middle East
and North Africa (MENA) region through expert financial engineering. It provides investors
with a diverse scope of national and international investment opportunities and facilitates
those investments by providing clients with services that target their individual needs and
exceed their expectations.

Boubyan Bank

Security concerns over transportation
of paper documents

Business Solution

Q

OpenText Document Management, eDOCS Edition
E N T E R P R I S E I N F O R M AT I O N M A N A G E M E N T
helps meet green objectives while providing enterprise-wide
document management solution

Rasameel Structured Finance Company (Rasameel),
headquartered in Kuwait, focuses primarily on capital markets,
providing funding sources and investment opportunities to
participants on an increasingly interconnected global scale.

Business Challenges

CHALLENGES

Rasameel Invests in Tackling
Document Capture, Storage, and
Retrieval Challenges with OpenText

“KBA’s Senior Management worked with MGS on the implementation of OpenText in
previous roles they held. Their experiences having been positive, both in terms of the
service and the OpenText solution providing the functional capabilities required, the
decision was an easy one, to repeat the successful formula,” explains Khalid Hussain,
IT Supervisor at Kuwait Banking Association.

Global Investment House (Global), headquartered in Kuwait and listed on the Kuwait, Dubai,
Bahrain, and London stock exchanges, provides investment solutions to a broad client
base, as well as playing a major role in regional capital markets. Global’s operations cover
Investment Banking, Asset Management, and Brokerage through its network of offices in
Kuwait, Bahrain, Egypt, United Arab Emirates, Jordan, Saudi Arabia, Oman, and Turkey.

Finance

Working with the local OpenText partners, MGS, Global felt they had the right team in place
to design, implement, and support their solution. “OpenText gave us the confidence we sought
and worked with us in a true partnership. MGS provided extensive implementation and post-live
support during the gradual deployment of the OpenText ECM Suite”, continues, Abu-Zarour.

OpenText Content Suite provides secure, long-term document storage,
document process improvements and automated workflow, to deliver
improved customer service

Boubyan Bank, headquartered in Kuwait City, was established in
2004 as an Islamic bank working in accordance with the Islamic
Shari’a. Boubyan’s culture encompasses a focus on customers’
needs, working as a team to exceed expectations with the

INDUSTRY
Financial Services

CUSTOMER

Pharma International Improves
the Health of their Content-Centric
Business Processes
Process automation, easy version comparison, and a single, central
content repository drive efficiency and ease compliance burden

Pharma International Co. (PIC) offers a range of pharmaceutical
products and services, focused on generics, starting from the
earliest stage of research & development, and including large-

INDUSTRY
Pharmaceutical

CUSTOMER

Some of MGS Success Stories
Al Ahli Bank of Kuwait

Abuhimed Al SheikhAlhagbani Law Firm

Success story

Success story

Al Ahli Bank of Kuwait (ABK)

Abuhimed Alsheikh Alhagbani
Law Firm (AS&H) in cooperation
with Clifford Chance

Industry

• Financial Services

Solution

• OpenText™ Content Suite

Partner
• MGS

Results
Reduced customer
documentation processing time
from days to hours or minutes
Improved overall customer
service with better document
handling and process automation
Eliminated document loss
Enhanced collaboration
between bank branches
and back-office functions

Al Ahli Bank of Kuwait transforms
customer documentation handling
with OpenText

Customer

Solutions

• OpenText™ Document Management,
eDOCS Edition
• MGS

Results
Implemented solution
in two months
Reduced the cost of providing
on-premises server hardware by
choosing a cloud deployment
Provided secure, fast and
easy access to documents,
regardless of location

Laila Ahmed

Area Operations Manager (EDMS retail banking project manager)
Al Ahli Bank of Kuwait

Abuhimed Alsheikh Alhagbani Law Firm
embraces the cloud with OpenText
Law firm improves efficiency and provides fast and secure
document access with OpenText eDOCS

Partner support

“In some cases, processes that used to take two or
three days have been reduced to just hours or even
minutes. OpenText Content Suite helped us speed up
and simplify processes, eliminating document loss
and improving visibility.”

“We selected OpenText eDOCS for a purpose, to provide
secure, stable and efficient document management and
it fulfils it very well. It’s not just the product, but also the
support, services and the people that all came together
to deliver a very successful project in a tight timetable.”
Mohammed Bahelmi

General Manager
Abuhimed Alsheikh Alhagbani Law Firm

King Saud University
PIC

King Saud

CUSTOMER
S U C C E S S S T O RY

Oil and Gas

• Legal

Bank saves time, increases collaboration and improves customer service
with OpenText Content Suite

Kuwait Petroleum International

Industry

Industry

Petrochemical Industries Company

CUSTOMER
S U C C E S S S T O RY

CUSTOMER
S U C C E S S S T O RY

OpenText Helps Information Flow
at Kuwait Petroleum International

King Saud University Takes Care
of Patient Records with OpenText

Petrochemical Industries
Company (PIC) K.S.C. and
OpenText Enterprise Content
Management Solutions:
A Formula for Success

KPI controls documents for effective collaboration, process
automation, and ISO compliance

Medical and Administration Records Go Electronic with OpenText
ECM Suite, Saving Time and Improving Patient Care

OpenText ECM Suite streamlines processes, reduces paper,
and controls costs

Kuwait Petroleum International (KPI) has a network of over 4,500 retail service stations across
seven European countries, operating under the Q8 brand. With services as diverse as car
washing, automated diesel outlets, aviation fuel supplies at more than 50 airports and a
range of lubrication products, KPI markets approximately 380,000 barrels of product per day
in Western Europe, operating its own refinery in the Europort, Rotterdam as well as a joint
venture in Italy.

Challenges for change

Industry
Education and Medical

Customer

King Saud University (KSU), based in Riyadh in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, was the
kingdom’s first institute of higher education, opening in 1957. The College of Medicine opened
in 1969 and in 1982 a dedicated university hospital, King Khalid University Hospital, opened its
doors. This 800 bed facility provides both general and specialty medical services.
With a dedicated outpatient building, more than 40 operating rooms, and fully equipped and
staffed laboratory, radiology, and pharmacy services in addition to supporting services, the
hospital provides primary and secondary care services for Saudi patients from the Northern
Riyadh area. It also provides tertiary care services to all Saudi citizens on a referral basis. All

Industry
Petrochemical

Customer

Petrochemical Industries Company (PIC) K.S.C., formed in 1963, was the first chemical
fertilizer producer in Kuwait. In addition to chemical fertilizer, PIC also produces ammonia,
urea, ammonium sulphate, and sulphuric acid from its various plants. In 1980, PIC became
a subsidiary of Kuwait Petroleum Corporation.

Document loss, tracking, and a paperless office
Following years of change; the proliferation of paper and the storage of electronic documents
on local computer hard drives and network shares, in 2004, PIC decided it was time to

Customers
Services

Financial

Oil and Gas

Government

Others

